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Where are we?
As I reflected upon our journey during the past year, I became increasingly aware of our
ability to move forward in times of uncertainty. Pervasive in sailing is uncertainty and the
persistent determination to bring as much certainty as possible to the uncertain. Thus,
we spend considerable time and effort on weather and winds and location and movement
and actions of others around us. I recall many years ago taking celestial navigation on a
passage from Annapolis to Bermuda. It was just as GPS began to become available and
everyone thought it would replace Loran which we thought would replace dead
reckoning. I figured I could use a backup to my new GPS. At that time, it did not occur to
me that my back up to my GPS would be another GPS that was backed up by yet
another GPS in my VHF radio which by the way was backed up by another VHF radio.
Such is the extent sailors will go to manage uncertainty.
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Yet I think there is something so much more insightful about this. To sail you simply must
be comfortable with uncertainty. You must make headway despite the uncertainty. Your
joy and love of sailing cannot be diminished by uncertainty. If the sun is out, taking sun
sightings with a sextant to find the peak elevation along with the correct tables will tell
you, more or less, your lattitude. It does not tell you your longitude. Knowing time,
speed, current, pervious position are all needed to bring more centainty to the uncertain.

There is a skill, planning and process in making uncertains more certain. However with
today‘s GPS we know our location anywhere on the face of the earth with precise
certainty. There is no skill, planning or process needed. Have we become too
comfortable with certainty?
When we stop using skills and processes they fade away. I wonder if our comfort, our
learned ability to move forward in concert with uncertainty has dimiinished. I wonder if our
comfort with certainty now obstructs us in facing uncertainty? For me I think it would be a
tragedy to lose our comfort with uncertainty.
And speaking of uncertainty Mother Nature sent us a curve ball for the Coastal Cup.
Strong winds and high seas caused a number of boats to forego the adventure, including
the one I was on. But others prevailed and found success. Such are the highs and lows
and uncertainty of sailing. It is such a wonderful state of being.
On April 6th about 35 members got together for an indoor/outdoor social gathering at KAC
using the bar area and the outdoor space behind the building. We are planning a similar
gathering for May 4th. In mid-May the AISC Board will meet to consider our meeting in
June. At this point it is likely we will do another social gathering in June as we are doing
in May. We will then put our energy into a July meeting with a 4th of July theme. We will
keep you posted.
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Vice Commodore Peter along with first mate Sandy is currently in the Chesapeake Bay
well into their Great Loop adventure. Here are the details for the first month of the “loop”:

More commentary on the transit can be found on their blog: TipsyTurtleTravels
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Our races certainly prove interesting from month to month. We thought we were going to
have another great race between GISC and AISC But, Mother Nature played some cruel
tricks on the sailors. With the forecast of high winds and seas, most of the skippers
declined to put themselves and their boats into the conditions. For those who were going
to stay on boats in St. Simon's, it would have been an unpleasant evening. With two sets
of storms rolling through, everyone would have been confined to "quarters." Where we
are off island, there was even a short interlude that produced hail. Sitting on deck and
enjoying the evening would not have been an option.
The sailing instructions were modified the morning of the race to accommodate weather
conditions. The start was staggered with each entry reporting their time over the start
line and the finish was between green markers “3” and “5” in the St. Simon’s channel.
Here is the wrap up provided by David Heine from Golden Isles Sailing Club:
Amelia Island Sailing Club wins the Coastal Cup again! With only one boat, and a Cape
Dory to boot! Attached are the final results. MARTINI sailed her race today (Sunday), with
a northwest wind, I’m sure she didn’t have the sled ride that we had yesterday. Hopefully
we’ll have more cooperative weather next time.
And, here is the results summary – congratulations to Sea Esta skipper Glen Stettler:
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We do have another race on May22nd. It's always fun to be able to look forward to being
out there again.
Here you are until next month.
Enjoy the warm weather.

Please put ordering some AISC gear on your "to do" list. Show your club colors and
support a local business all in one fell swoop:
https://p5-productions-llc.printavo.com/merch/aisc-web-store
.
Navigation tip of the month:
Have you ever heard the term "Box the Compass"? No, it does not mean put your
compass away for the Winter. As a historical point of interest, it was a skill required of all
mariners back in the day. It means to name all the points of the compass in sequence.
These points were used for describing heading, bearing, and direction, without the use of
degrees.
There are 32 in all:
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April 2021
AISC Event Calendar
Thanks to the members that were out there on 1 May assisting with the installation of
additional traps in support of the St. Mary’s River Keeper Living Shoreline project. I
received an email from the River Keeper, Anna Laws, and she was very appreciative of
the turnout.
For comments and/or suggestions contact:
Tom Maguire, Scuttlebutt Editor and (not so) recent
addition to the “Commodore-retired” ranks
tomjan7@comcast.net or 703-298-1714
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Amelia Island Sailing Club
Membership Application
In order to ensure accurate, current information ALL members are requested to complete the application
Name(s): _____________________________________; _________________________________________
Last, First

Last, First

Cell phone(s): _________________________________; _________________________________________
Home phone(s): _________________________________; _________________________________________
Email:

_________________________________; _________________________________________

Mailing Address: __________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Boat Name:_________________________ Builder & Length: ______________________________, ________ft
Marina, berth, or storage location: ____________________________________________________________
What interests, experiences, qualifications or accomplishments would you share relative to sailing or boating?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Which AISC activities do you have an interest? (check as many as you like)
Cruising_____
Racing _____
Social Events______

Boat Crew______

Which AISC activities would you like to learn about or volunteer?
Cruising_____
Racing _____
Social Events______

Boat Crew______

Other Interests/Comments______________________________________________________________________
Waiver: in consideration of the Amelia Island Sailing Club’s (AISC) acceptance of my application for membership, I hereby
waive, release, and discharge any and all claims against the AISC for damages, personal injuries, or property damage which
subsequently accrue to me by reason of my participation in any activity (including without limitation, yacht races, cruises, and
social events) sponsored by the AISC.
NOTE: APPLICATION CANNOT PROCEED WITHOUT YOUR SIGNATURE(S)

Signature(s): _____________________________________; ____________________________________________
Signature - date
Signature - date
Please return this application and the $100 annual membership fee to:
AISC Membership Committee
PO Box 16143
Fernandina Beach, FL 32035
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